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Abstract

In healthcare industry, the patient's medical data plays a vital role because diagnosis of any ailments is done by using those data. The high volume of medical data leads to scalability and maintenance issues when using health-care provider's on-site picture archiving and communication system (PACS) and network oriented storage system. Therefore a standard is needed for maintaining the medical data and for better diagnosis. Since the medical data reflects in a similar way to individuals' personal information, secrecy should be maintained. Maintaining secrecy can be done by encrypting the data, but as medical data involves images and videos, traditional text based encryption/decryption schemes are not adequate for providing confidentiality. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for securing the DICOM format medical archives by providing better confidentiality and maintaining their integrity. Our contribution in this algorithm is of twofold: (1) Development of Improved Chaotic based Arnold Cat Map for encryption/decryption of DICOM files and (2) Applying a new hash algorithm based on chaotic theory for those encrypted files for maintaining integrity. By applying this algorithm, the secrecy of medical data is maintained. The proposed algorithm is tested with various DICOM format image archives by studying the following parameters i) PSNR - for quality of images and ii) Key - for security.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Patient's data plays a major role in the healthcare industry where the data is used for diagnosis of any ailments. Nowadays digital form of storing them replaced the traditional film based medical images. Storing them on-site (within the hospital network) is not an efficient solution for current and future trend because of issues such as scalability, and interoperability. Therefore there must be an off-site management of the patient's data. These medical data are in image and video formats such as i) CR (Computed Radiography) images, ii) CT (Computed Tomography) images, iii) MR (Magnetic Resonance) images and iv) PET (Positron Emission Tomography) images etc. Since they need to be communicated to experts across the world to diagnose and to take decisions for treatment, some standard format must be followed for maintaining and transferring which led to the development of DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) standard. This standard includes the format for maintaining the medical data in (.dcm) format [1, 2].

The main concern regarding the medical data is the confidentiality. Since the medical data involves patients data it must be kept secretly like an ATM pin number. Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [1] is an act in US that tells about how secure the patient’s medical data should be. In future it is sure that all the countries will bring out the same kind of act and is mandatory to protect the data. Many such security issues come in picture such as, confidentiality, authentication, authorization and integrity [3]. All these issues must be considered while providing security to the medical data. The confidentiality is provided by encrypting the medical data before they are stored in off-site. Unlike text messages, image data has special features such as high redundancy, bulk capacity which generally make encrypted image data vulnerable to attacks via cryptanalysis. Because of high correlation among pixels, directly treating image data as ordinary data for encryption will make file format conversion impossible. Usually these images are huge in size, which together makes traditional encryption methods difficult to apply and slow in process. Hence in this case, content encryption, where only the image data are encrypted, leaving file header and control information unencrypted is preferable. In addition to confidentiality, integrity also must be maintained for the medical data since they are stored off-site.

Two general principles that guide the design of cryptographic ciphers are diffusion and confusion [4]. Diffusion means spreading out the influence of a single plain-text digit over many cipher text digits, so that the statistical structure of the plain-text becomes unclear. Confusion means using transformations that complicate the dependence of the statistics of the cipher text on the statistics of the plain-text. They are closely related to the mixing and ergodicity properties of chaotic maps [5].

Rest of the paper is organized as, Section 2 explains some of the related work done. Section 3 provides details about the chaotic cat map employed for providing confusion. Section 4 provides details of improved chaotic cat maps which provide diffusion along with confusion. Section 5 gives a brief explanation of proposed hash algorithm for providing integrity. Section 6 explains the architecture of the proposed algorithm for securing the medical images. Experimental results for the proposed algorithm are presented in Section 7, and at last, Section 8 concludes the work with references.

2. RELATED WORK

In [3], a hash algorithm is discussed based on logistic chaotic map whose first round input value acts as a key. It is compared with the MD5 algorithm and proved that it is better for image data. In [6], the encryption method for image data is based on confusion and diffusion where the confusion is carried out by any kind of chaotic map like Arnold, Baker map etc and diffusion is carried out by a XOR based function. In [15], a parametric hashing algorithm that is invariant to encryption by allowing a small part of the statistical signature of the original image to emerge despite the encryption process is developed. In [17], the diffusion function is carried out with modulo operation since the inverse is very difficult to find. An attack to image encryption using chaotic cat map is possible once if the key values are known to the adversary and known-image attack is the one which commonly occurs in case of key theft [19].

3. CHAOTIC CAT MAP

3.1 Usage of Confusion

Confusion is one of the important aspects of cryptography. Confusion is meant for confusing the statistical attackers to derive the original data from the statistics of the cipher data. The high initial-value sensitivity and ergodicity properties of chaotic map are very essential in providing confusion for medical image data. Advantages of using confusion are i) Sensitivity to initial conditions and control parameters and ii) pseudo-randomness and ergodicity. Also it has some disadvantages they are i) after the period of the cat map is reached, the original image appears and ii) once the key parameters are leaked, the adversary can easily decrypt the cipher data. In the confusion process, many different 2D chaotic maps are used, such as the Baker map, the Cat map and the Standard, which must be used to realize the confusion of all pixels [5]. Some of the 3D maps currently in practice are just extensions of 2D chaotic maps [7]. Even chaotic maps can
provide integrity. Chaotic maps properties are in close relation with the cryptosystem security. First, its parameter is used as confusion key. The higher the parameter sensitivity is, then higher the key sensitivity and the stronger the cryptosystem. Secondly, the initial-value sensitivity and state ergodicity of the chaotic map determine the confusion strength. In chaotic confusion process, initial value refers to the initial position of a pixel. Thus, the higher the initial-value sensitivity is, then smaller the correlation between adjacent pixels and the more random, the confused image. Similarly, state ergodicity means that a pixel in certain position can be permuted to any position with the same probability. Thus, the higher the state ergodicity is, then more random the confusion process and the more difficult the statistic attack [8]. Therefore, the chaotic map with high initial-value sensitivity and state ergodicity is preferred [9]. Other than this chaotic theory other encryption schemes for images are T-matrix and watermarking [10]. In [11], it is proved that chaotic based image encryption works efficiently than traditional AES based encryption. In [12], chaos based encryption is done with the help of traditional wavelet transform.

3.2 Mathematical Details [Confusion]

Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then a map f is said to be (Devaney) chaotic on X if it satisfies the following conditions:

- f exhibits sensitive dependence upon its initial conditions
- f is topologically transitive

The dependence on initial conditions is very important in chaos as it makes hard to determine long term behavior of dynamical systems which show signs of chaos. If a chaotic output is generated by one set of initial conditions and then if it is changed with a little number of bits, then the output will change drastically. As mentioned previously, chaos is sometimes seen as meaning of random or unstable, but it is important to make sure that the randomness also exhibits the conditions from the definition of chaos [13].

The Arnold Cat Map is a discrete system [14] that stretches and folds its trajectories in phase space [15] as shown in the equation 1.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_{i+1} \\
Y_{i+1}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & p \\
q & pq + 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
X_i \\
Y_i
\end{bmatrix} \mod N
\]

where \(X_{i+1}\) and \(Y_{i+1}\) are the pixel positions of the cipher image, \(X_i\) and \(Y_i\) are the pixel positions of original image, \(N\) is the number of columns considered while applying the cat map.

The values \(p\) and \(q\) indicate the parameters which must be kept secret and act like the key values. One more important condition of cat map is that it must be area preserving. To achieve this, the determinant value should be 1 so that the reverse operation can be applied [16].

4. IMPROVED CHAOTIC CAT MAP

4.1 Diffusion

Due to some of the demerits of confusion, we go for diffusion. Diffusion [17] is another important aspect of cryptography which aims at providing additional security. In our proposed system, diffusion is done for the data that is got from the process of confusion. For diffusion function, a change of a pixel can spread to other pixels, which keeps the cryptosystem of high plain-text sensitivity. \((0, 0)\) is the first pixel position in normal scan mode, which cannot be permuted by chaotic maps. So by applying diffusion process, the first pixel is always changed by addition operation with diffusion key \(Q_{k-1}\). If a change happens in a pixels gray-level, then the change can cause great ones in other pixels through diffusion process [18]. Thus, the greater the changes caused by diffusion process are, then higher the cryptosystem plaintext sensitivity and the more difficult the systems security against differential attack [19].
The relationship between the first pixels plaintext $P_i$, diffusion key $Q_{i-1}$ and cipher text $Q_i$ is

$$Q_i^n = [D(P_i, Q_{i-1})]^n \quad (2)$$

where $D()$ is the diffusion function. A powerful diffusion function is given in equation 3,

$$Q_i = R_1 \oplus (4 \times Q_{i-1} \times (1 - Q_{i-1})) \quad (3)$$

where $P_i$ is the current plain text pixel, $Q_i$ is the current cipher text pixel and $Q_{i-1}$ is the initial value of diffusion process which is used as a key for diffusion process. Here the second term in the formula is a kind of logistic cat map which also provides pseudo randomness. Since we use a XOR operation which considers each and every bit of the input pixel value, it brings a stronger security by making the statistical relation among the plain images and the cipher images. Advantages of using Diffusion are i) since we use a kind of logistic map for diffusion, it provides a random behavior so that a tiny change in the plain image is reflected in more than one pixel in the cipher image [20] and ii) Pseudo-randomness and ergodicity. Disadvantages are i) usually the diffusion function takes some time to complete its operation because the real valued arithmetic operation consume much computation time and ii) once the key parameters are leaked, the adversary can easily decrypt the cipher data.

5. PROPOSED HASH ALGORITHM

The hash algorithm is mainly used for providing integrity. Generally a hash function takes a variable length data as input and produces a fixed length output hash value [15]. One main aspect of hash algorithm is that it must be injective i.e. any two inputs should not result in same hash values. Since patients' medical data are of our primary concern, distortion of them may lead to wrong diagnosis and even threaten patients' life. Traditional methods like MD5, SHA etc can be used to generate hash values. But since images don't fit themselves as good candidates for traditional hash algorithms [3], a new direction has emerged in calculating hash for images. It led to calculating hash based chaotic theory which deals with dynamic systems. Some chaotic maps like logistic maps are a kind of irreversible map [3] which does not produce original data after getting reversed. This algorithm makes full use of every bit in an image file to generate initial vector and to control the digesting process. The proposed hash algorithm involves both traditional methods and chaotic map and is discussed in Section 5.

6. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses both confusion and diffusion properties of cryptography. DICOM standard is used for both storing and exchanging the medical files such as scan images. By applying confusion and diffusion to the DICOM format medical images, their confidentiality is maintained. The keys used for confusion and diffusion must be known only to authorized persons. Some methods are proposed based on confusion for providing confidentiality but they are vulnerable to known plain image attack since confusion only rearranges the pixels. This algorithm is against the known plain image attacks when diffusion is applied. The proposed approach takes two parts 1) encrypting/decrypting the medical files 2) calculating hash values. Both the parts are done with some mathematical equations which represent the chaotic based theory.
Part 1: Encryption

- Convert the DICOM file into a video sequence using third party software. e.g.: Rubo DICOM viewer
- The video file is converted to individual frames
- Extract the pixel coordinates starting from the left top for all the frames
- Apply the formula to perform confusion

\[
\begin{pmatrix} x_{i+1} \\ y_{i+1} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & p \\ pq & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x_i \\ y_i \end{pmatrix} \mod N
\]

where \( x_{i+1} \) and \( y_{i+1} \) are the pixel positions of the cipher image, \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are the pixel positions of original image, \( N \) is the number of columns considered while applying the cat map
- Apply the below formula to perform diffusion

\[
Q_i = P_i \oplus (4 \times Q_{i-1} \times (1 - Q_{i-1}))
\]

where \( P_i \) is the current plain text pixel, \( Q_i \) is the current cipher text pixel and \( Q_{i-1} \) is the initial value of diffusion process which is used as a key for diffusion process

Decryption

- Apply the formula to perform inverse diffusion

\[
P_i = Q_i \oplus (4 \times Q_{i-1} \times (1 - Q_{i-1}))
\]

where \( P_i \) is the current plain text pixel, \( Q_i \) is the current cipher text pixel and \( Q_{i-1} \) is the initial value of diffusion process which is used as a key for diffusion process
- Apply the formula to perform inverse confusion

\[
\begin{pmatrix} x_i \\ y_i \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} pq & 1-p \\ -q & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x_{i+1} \\ y_{i+1} \end{pmatrix} \mod N
\]

where \( x_{i+1} \) and \( y_{i+1} \) are the pixel positions of the cipher image, \( x_i \) and \( y_i \) are the
pixel positions of original image, \( N \) is the number of columns considered while applying the cat map

- From the pixel values, construct the frames
- Convert the individual frames to a video file

**Part 2: Hash algorithm**

- The output of confusion process is applied to hash algorithm because calculating hash after diffusion will lead to collision due to the property of diffusion function.
- For each individual images of the DICOM file:
  i) Calculate SHA-512 for the image which produces a 128 byte message digest
  ii) Divide 128 bytes into eight 16 bytes
  iii) Calculate XOR for the nearest pairs so that four outputs are obtained
  iv) For each of those four outputs, apply the logistic map as in equation 4, four times with the key parameter as the values obtained from the previous step

\[
x_{n+1} = y_{n+1} \left(1 - x_n\right)
\]

where \( y_{n+1} \) is the current plain text pixel, \( x_n \) is the previous hash value and \( x_{n+1} \) is the current hash value. After iterating through all pixels the lastly obtained hash value is provided to next step

v) Concatenate the results from the previous step
vi) Apply MD5 for the obtained value which is the final hash value of the image containing 32 digit hexadecimal numbers.

**7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The proposed improved chaotic cat map algorithm is applied to various DICOM format image archives and tests are conducted. The results are verified with PSNR values for QoS and with key for security.

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used as a quality parameter for reconstruction of compression images or videos. Here signal is in the original data and the noise is in the compressed data. Calculating PSNR values by using equations 5 and 6 is used as estimation to human awareness for reconstructing quality of compressed data or encrypted data. Two steps are involved in calculating PSNR values.

**PSNR Calculation:**

Step 1: Calculate Mean Square Error [MSE]

\[
d(f(x,y), f'(x,y)) = \|f(x,y) - f'(x,y)\|^2
\]

\[
= \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} (f(i,j) - f'(i,j))^2,
\]

where \( f(x,y) \) and \( f'(x,y) \) original and reconstructed images respectively, \( m \) and \( n \) are image size.

Step 2:

\[
PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \frac{1}{MSE}
\]

Figure 2 shows the test DICOM file (FEROVIX) used in this paper for evaluating the proposed algorithm.
Sample test images are taken from a DICOM file which contain details of Ferovix CT scan images e.g. Lungs. These test images (shown in Column 1 of Figure 3) are encrypted using Arnold Chaotic Cat Map and its results are shown in Figure 3. When the images are encrypted using Arnold Chaotic Cat Map, the pixels are rearranged. Hence a shuffled image is obtained as input (shown in Column 2 of Figure 3). Images are encrypted using the key (1,1). If the key value is changed, the original is not obtained which is shown in Column 3 of Figure 3.

As stated earlier, applying Chaotic Cat Map only is not enough for security and is vulnerable to crypt-analysis. Hence the diffusion is applied with confusion, which makes the crypt-analysis harder, hence improved security. Figure 4 shows the image sequences after applying confusion (Column 2 of Figure 4) and diffusion (Column 3 of Figure 4).
FIGURE 4: After applying proposed algorithm [Confusion and Diffusion]

Tested DICOM image sequences are encrypted with the available chaotic cat map algorithm and also with the proposed algorithm i.e. applying both confusion and diffusion. Table 1 shows the PSNR values obtained to check the viewable quality of DICOM images after decryption for confusion and after applying the proposed algorithm i.e. both confusion and diffusion. When confusion is applied to the image, the pixels values are rearranged when applying inverse operation, some pixels are not rearranged properly hence, there is a decrease in PSNR value (shown in blue color (bottom) in Figure 5), when applying only diffusion the pixels value are changed and there is no rearrange of pixels and when doing inverse operation the original image is obtained, hence increase in PSNR value (shown in red (top) in Figure 5).

When applying the proposed algorithm i.e. combination of confusion and diffusion, the viewable quality of image after decryption comes in between two extremes (shown in green color (middle) in Figure 5), having quality viewable image reproduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>33.83</td>
<td>42.99</td>
<td>38.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>33.26</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>37.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>33.35</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>37.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>33.14</td>
<td>42.35</td>
<td>37.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>32.94</td>
<td>39.06</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: PSNR Comparison for various algorithms
The proposed hash algorithm is applied to various DICOM format image archives and tests are conducted. The results are verified by changing the bits in the image so that even a single bit change in the image leads to a different hash value. The results show that collision does not occur among different images and also the results have proved that. Research result shows that, because of the inherent characteristics of Chaos Maps and Hash function lead to the simplicity, high sensitivity to initial conditions and good performance of our algorithm.

Table 2 shows the message digests generated by the DICOM images taken under study along with the message digest generated if any random bit is changed in the image got after applying confusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Value</th>
<th>Hash Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DICOM images</strong></td>
<td><strong>After confusion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbfba83ff1532c94d90d85df8e2de828b</td>
<td>91bb4fe5e2486308a17d16e36ef9e587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e665305217c723a3c3f3802310eac1f2ee</td>
<td>0b81f3066191eadd6b183377aecc6f9f41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ad48f2526952b0f1ad1785df7</td>
<td>58021f25d5bece1e741cd12c3833ceec50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1697cb8ba4e4085f8f1d52414f3dabed</td>
<td>7d280caca60b370f0b182b266e62a377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2a64ec58a1db0401c026ef938e5e65</td>
<td>5b25d564e9beb558b558909503b77c0128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2:** Message digests for various images

Table 3 shows the message digest generated by the DICOM images taken under study along with the message digest generated if any random bit is changed in the image got after applying confusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash value for</th>
<th>Hash value after one bit change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DICOM images</strong></td>
<td><strong>After confusion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dbfba83ff1532c94d90d85df8e2de828b</td>
<td>2781b4fb71b0edbb7bceae1f77c425c7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e665305217c723a3c3f3802310eac1f2ee</td>
<td>b37e49729158afdd8d0e1539aad387a1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ad48f2526952b0f1ad1785df7</td>
<td>db52e005b513777ca7f3e9f3f7dad744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1697cb8ba4e4085f8f1d52414f3dabed</td>
<td>c20931bf34df388fa71211b4149faa47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e2a64ec58a1db0401c026ef938e5e65</td>
<td>159513702c1b5452dd9c98fb8bd777b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3:** Message digests for various images

The average rate of bits changed (P) is given by equation 7,

\[ P = \frac{B}{128} \times 100 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)
where B is the average number of bits changed while a random bit gets changed due to some attack or modification by unauthorized person. Table 4 shows the individual values of P for the images that are taken in study. The average rate of bits changed (P) is 52.80 for all those images. Since the hash algorithm relies on each and every bit of the image, the resulting message digest is very hard to find and also to infer the plain text from the message digest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Image in column 2 of FIGURE 3</th>
<th>Number of bits changed in resultant image out of 128 when random bits are changed in input image</th>
<th>Rate of change of bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image 1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>53.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>50.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image 5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>51.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4:** Average rate of changed bits

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a new algorithm for providing two fold securities for maintaining the confidentiality and integrity of patient’s medical data. Confusion is provided by means of Arnold Cat Map and diffusion is provided by means of a strong diffusion function. By employing this algorithm, we found that this algorithm suits well for medical images and is tested for QoS with PNSR and security level with keys. Integrity is provided by means of combining traditional hash algorithms with logistic cat map. Future work entails in storing the DICOM medical archives in cloud environment due to their large size and maintaining the authenticity by means of providing certificates to authorized users.
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